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At least two rate-limiting mechanisms in vesicle trafficking operate at mouse Schaffer collateral synapses, but their molecular/physical
identities are unknown. The first mechanism determines the baseline rate at which reserve vesicles are supplied to a readily releasable
pool. The second causes the supply rate to depress threefold when synaptic transmission is driven hard for extended periods. Previous
models invoked depletion of a reserve vesicle pool to explain the reductions in the supply rate, but the mass-action assumption at their
core is not compatible with kinetic measurements of neurotransmission under maximal-use conditions. Here we develop a new theoret-
ical model of rate-limiting steps in vesicle trafficking that is compatible with previous and new measurements. A physical interpretation
is proposed where local reserve pools consisting of four vesicles are tethered to individual release sites and are replenished stochastically
in an all-or-none fashion. We then show that the supply rate depresses more rapidly in synapsin knock-outs and that the phenotype can
be fully explained by changing the value of the single parameter in the model that would specify the size of the local reserve pools.
Vesicle-trafficking rates between pools were not affected. Finally, optical imaging experiments argue against alternative interpretations
of the theoretical model where vesicle trafficking is inhibited without reserve pool depletion. This new conceptual framework will be
useful for distinguishing which of the multiple molecular and cell biological mechanisms involved in vesicle trafficking are rate limiting
at different levels of synaptic throughput and are thus candidates for physiological and pharmacological modulation.

Introduction
Short-term depression at Schaffer collateral synapses includes
the serial emergence of two rate-limiting presynaptic vesicle-
trafficking mechanisms (Garcia-Perez et al., 2008). The mecha-
nisms are often ascribed to depletion of vesicle pools (Rizzoli and
Betz, 2005), but their kinetic operating principles are not com-
patible with previous models and other explanations continue to
be possible (Stevens and Wesseling, 1999a).

One of the mechanisms emerges after exhaustion of a readily
releasable pool (RRP) of vesicles that can be released on demand.
The other slows the overall rate at which vesicles are supplied to
replenish the RRP but only begins to impact function after the
release of more than two times the contents of the original RRP,
which typically occurs only during extensive heavy drive. The
slowdown was termed “supply-rate depression” (Garcia-Perez et

al., 2008). Alternative explanations that were considered but
ruled out include Ca 2�-channel inactivation, gradual vesicle
priming, slow recruitment of Ca 2� channels to release sites, and
action potential failures.

Supply-rate depression persists for minutes, causing slower
RRP replenishment during subsequent rest intervals. However,
replenishment always seems to proceed with the mathematical
simplicity of the double exponential function s(t):

s�t� � w � �1 � e
�1

�f � � �1 � w� � �1 � e
�t

�s�, (1)

where the time constants �f and �s have fixed values of �6.7 s and
�1 min, respectively. In contrast, the weighting parameter w
takes on values ranging from �1.0 to �0.35 that correspond to
the amount of supply-rate depression at the beginning of the rest
intervals after light to heavy use, respectively. Reports of more
complicated recovery time courses are explained by additional
factors operating independently of RRP replenishment, such as
masked elements of short-term enhancement (Garcia-Perez and
Wesseling, 2008).

The concept that RRP supply is driven by mass action of re-
serve vesicles is at the heart of previous models. However, the
invariance of the time constants �f and �s in Equation 1 is not
compatible with the mass-action concept (Stevens and Wessel-
ing, 1999a), and instead suggests that the supply of vesicles to the
RRP operates with bimodal kinetics. Almost all vesicles are ini-
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tially supplied by a fast mode characterized by �f, whereas after
the induction of supply-rate depression, some vesicles are sup-
plied by an �10-fold slower mode characterized by �s. In con-
trast, mass-action mechanisms predict intermediate rates, which
are not seen.

Pinpointing the function of individual presynaptic molecules
will depend critically on the development of a comprehensive
model of synaptic vesicle trafficking. Here, we begin by reporting
new observations at wild-type (WT) synapses that extend and
simplify the constraints that must be satisfied by any accurate
model. We then propose a new theoretical model and a corre-
sponding physical interpretation where supply-rate depression is
ascribed to reserve pool depletion in a way that avoids mass-
action rules.

If the new model is accurate, manipulations that alter single
rate-limiting mechanisms in vesicle trafficking should selec-
tively alter one of the model’s four parameters. Remarkably,
we found that the synapsin 1 and 2 double knock-out (DKO)
phenotype was fully explained by selectively altering the single
parameter that determines the timing of induction of supply-
rate depression.

Materials and Methods
Animals
Colonies of synapsin 1 and 2 knock-out mice were obtained from Jack-
son Labs and were crossed to obtain WT, DKO, and heterozygous strains
(Rosahl et al., 1993, 1995). Both sexes were used in all experiments.
Animals were killed by decapitation conducted in accord with Spanish
Royal Decree 1201/2005.

Electrophysiology
All experiments were initiated after allowing synaptic transmission to
rest for at least 4 min, which was important because of the �1 min
recovery time constant of supply-rate depression. Synaptic responses
were measured from patch-clamped neurons held in whole-cell voltage-
clamp mode with pipette resistances of 3 to 5 M�. Data were only ac-
cepted if the access resistance did not change detectably throughout
individual experiments for slices and by �10% for cell culture.

Slices. Experiments were performed on 400-�m-thick transverse hip-
pocampal slices of 2- to 3-week-old mice, with the CA3 region removed,
as described previously (Garcia-Perez and Wesseling, 2008). The extra-
cellular recording solution contained 120 mM NaCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4,
26 mM NaHCO3, 10 mM glucose, 3.5 mM KCl, 50 �M picrotoxin, and 50
�M D-APV and was continuously bubbled with a mixture of 95% O2 and
5% CO2 starting at least 20 min before addition of CaCl2 and MgCl2 (2.6
and 1.3 mM except where indicated). Recording pipettes were filled with
solution containing (in mM) 130 Cs-gluconate, 5 CsCl, 5 NaCl, 2 MgCl2,
2 MgATP, 0.2 LiGTP, 1 EGTA, 0.2 CaCl2, and 10 HEPES, adjusted to a
pH of 7.2 and an osmolarity of 290 mOsm. Synaptic responses were
evoked with a monopolar silver/silver chloride stimulating electrode in-
serted into a glass pipette filled with recording solution (tip diameter, 10
to 30 �m) and placed in the Schaffer collaterals; stimulation intensity was
a constant current of �0.1 mA for �0.1 ms. Series resistance was not
compensated, but measurement errors owing to imperfect space clamp
were not a concern because of previous experiments showing that partial
block of glutamate receptors with up to 1 mM kynurenic acid changes
absolute but not relative sizes of responses during 20 or 40 Hz stimula-
tion (Wesseling and Lo, 2002; Garcia-Perez et al., 2008). Each experi-
ment in Figure 4 was run three times under standard conditions, and
then three more times after application of 10 �M DNQX to record stim-
ulus artifacts in isolation. Experiments where access resistance changed
between trials were discarded. The �T values in time course experiments
(see Figs. 1C, 5, 6 A, 9A) were shuffled. In Figure 8 A, APV was removed,
10 �M glycine was added, non-NMDA glutamate receptors were blocked
with DNQX (10 �M), and NMDA receptor currents (recorded at �10
mV) were first monitored at low frequency (10 s intervals) to establish a
baseline size, and again after 10 min in the presence of 40 �M (�)-5-

methyl-10,11-dihydro-5H-dibenzo[a,d]cyclohepten-5,10-imine male-
ate (MK801).

Cell culture autapses. Autapses were cultured for 10 or 11 d from
acutely dissected hippocampus from postnatal day 0 (P0) to P2 pups, and
experiments were performed as described previously (Garcia-Perez and
Wesseling, 2008), except the hypertonic solution used to induce osmotic
shocks contained 2.6 mM Ca 2� and 1.3 mM Mg 2�. Whole-cell record-
ings were via perforated patches achieved with �1 mg/ml
amphotericin-B included in the pipette solution. The extracellular re-
cording solution contained 132 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 10 mM glucose, 15
mM sorbitol, 10 mM HEPES, 50 �M D-APV, 2.6 mM CaCl2 and 1.3 mM

MgCl2. Recording pipettes were filled with the following (in mM): 140
K-gluconate, 9 NaCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 MgATP, 0.2 LiGTP, 1 EGTA, 0.2 CaCl2,
and 10 HEPES.

Analysis of electrophysiology
Response size was measured as the current integral. To calculate the total
response over 100 ms or 1 s bins for Figure 4, the entire digitized traces
with and without DNQX were first averaged across trials, and then the
difference trace was calculated before integrating. RRP replenishment
values in Figures 5 and 6 A were estimated as described previously
(Garcia-Perez et al., 2008); the procedure requires that the second train
of experimental pairs is sufficiently long to empty the RRP. Values in
Figure 7A were estimated as described previously (Stevens and Wessel-
ing, 1998). Because preparations survived long enough for multiple mea-
surements, n values for Figures 1C, 5, 6, and 9A are greater than the
number of preparations. However, to ensure accurate estimates, a de-
tailed analysis showed no systematic trend, for any time point of any
genotype, between recovery values measured at different times from the
same preparation. Also, additional analyses where the first trial per prep-
aration for each time point was considered alone yielded indistinguish-
able time courses, as did other analyses comparing recovery time courses
to the time slices had spent in vitro before the experiment.

Response size normalization
Response sizes in Figures 2 B, 3, and 8 B were normalized by the mean size
of the first 20 responses because this allowed a comparison of the depres-
sion evident at later times. The more common method of normalizing by
the size of the first response produced more scatter, owing to trial-to-trial
fluctuations in the size of individual responses. In Figure 4 A, response
sizes were normalized by the mean size of responses 61 to 80 during 20 Hz
stimulation to make the analysis directly comparable to Figure 1 of
Garcia-Perez et al. (2008). In Figure 8 A, response sizes were normalized
by the mean size of all 80 responses after MK801 application.

FM1-43 imaging
Primary neuronal cultures were grown from CA1 hippocampus dis-
sected from P0 to P2 mouse pups and dissociated with papain (Wor-
thington). Cells were plated on 15 mm coverslips (30,000 cells) that had
been coated with poly-D-lysine and laminin. Cultures were grown in
Neurobasal-A medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% horse serum,
B27 (Gibco), 2 mM GlutaMax, and 1 �g/ml gentamycin. Experiments
were performed 10 to 11 d after plating. The bathing solution contained
the following (in mM): 130 NaCl, 2 KCl, 2.6 CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2, 10 glucose,
10 HEPES, 15 sorbitol, 1 kynurenate, and 0.05 picrotoxin, adjusted to pH
7.4. Staining and destaining were accomplished with field stimulation
(20 Hz pulses of 10 V lasting 1 ms) using a custom chamber designed as
described previously (Burrone et al., 2006). Experiments were performed
on an inverted microscope (IX71; Olympus) with a customized stage
using a 40	 air objective. Illumination was with a mercury lamp via an
ND-25 (25% transmission) filter and standard filter set (XF115-2;
Omega Optical). Images were acquired at 1 Hz (100 ms exposure) with a
CCD camera (Coolsnap HQ; Photometrix; 2	 binning) using Win-
View32 software (Roper), and analyzed using ImageJ (NIH) and Matlab
(Mathworks). The analysis in Figure 10 was accomplished by hand se-
lecting the location of uniformly shaped 12 pixel (1.3 �m 2; quasi-
circular) regions of interest (ROIs) and after subtraction of background
values obtained from each image. However, similar results were obtained
when background subtraction values were instead estimated from the
first image in each stack or when a computer algorithm was used to select
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the locations of ROIs. The destaining time
courses of ROIs selected by the computer algo-
rithm were slightly slower for both WT and
DKO, but other values were not different.

Biochemistry
Western blotting and quantification were con-
ducted on tissue from 21-d-old female mice as
described previously (Roberts et al., 2009), us-
ing a polyclonal anti-synapsin 1 and 2 antibody
(Synaptic Systems).

Simulations
Simulations were performed with Matlab
using the ode45 function for numerically
integrating differential equations (inte-
gration interval, 50 ms). The working
model simulation for r 
 2.6 was calcu-
lated as the weighted sum of the simula-
tion with r 
 2 (weighting, 0.4) and r 
 3
(weighting, 0.6).

Results
We began with the simplifying assump-
tion that the RRP consists of a collection
of independent release sites (Zampighi et
al., 2008) and modeled the kinetic behav-
ior of a single site. We searched for models
that satisfied two important kinetic con-
straints: (1) the timing of RRP replenish-
ment during rest intervals following the
induction of depression is always well fit
by Equation 1, and (2) the depression of
the rate at which vesicles replenish the
RRP (i.e., supply-rate depression) occurs
with a delayed onset. Both of these con-
straints have been demonstrated experi-
mentally but are not satisfied by previous
models (Garcia-Perez et al., 2008).

We will not describe all models that
were considered but ruled out when found
to be incompatible with the two initial con-
straints. Instead, we begin by describing the
logical sequence that finally led to our pres-
ent working model.

A

D

B C

Figure 1. Development of a novel kinetic model for rate-limiting steps in vesicle trafficking. A, B, Markov models of single
release sites. F states represent full states, meaning loaded with a docked and primed vesicle, whereas E states represent empty
states. rel. denotes release events, which occur during all transitions from F to E states. A, Key preliminary models that led to the
working model. Ai, Two state Markov model depicting an individual release site. The model can account for key aspects of
depression during the first several seconds of heavy drive, but does not account for the slowly recovering supply-rate depression
induced later on. Aii, An extension with a secondary, more deeply inhibited E state (E2). This model does predict a form of
supply-rate depression, but cannot account for the delayed onset during induction seen in experiments. Aiii, A further extension
that can account for the delayed induction of supply-rate depression in addition to the double exponential RRP replenishment time
courses described in Equation 1, but not the additional observations in C. B, Working model. The parameter r determines the length
of the delay before onset of supply-rate depression by specifying the number of F and E state pairs. The total number of states would
be r * 2. The difference compared to Aiii is that the only transitions allowed from states with higher numbers to lower numbers are
transitions into the F1 state, which is key for satisfying the third constraint. C, The third constraint is � 
 �s recovery of the
aggregate response during stimulation that induces the maximum amount of short-term depression. Maximal depression was
induced at Schaffer collateral synapses two times with a pair of 20 Hz stimulus trains of 600 pulses, separated by an experimentally
varied rest interval (�T ) as diagrammed at the top. Plotted is the logarithm of 1 minus recovery of the sum of all responses during
the second train versus the intertrain interval [n 
 24 trials from 16 preparations, including the 12 used for Garcia-Perez et al.
(2008, their Fig. 5)]. The dashed line is the single exponential function with � 
 70 s, matching �s in the previous study.
Green diamonds are simulation results using the working model in B with r 
 4. Squares are the incorrect predictions made
by the model in Aiii. D, Schematic diagram of a reserve pool depletion interpretation of B. Top left, Each release site (green
squares) docks a vesicle-tethering unit (red strands). The theoretical model in B pertains to a single one of these sites
(dashed gray boxes). Only one of the attached vesicles at a given site may be primed (magenta) at any given time, whereas
the other vesicles function as a local reserve pool (blue). Individual release sites are modeled as behaving independently,
and thus different sites can be in different states as depicted. Nondocked tethers are in the immobile reserve. Bottom left,

4

Replenishment of local reserve pools occurs when tethering
units are spontaneously but infrequently replaced by new,
fully loaded tethering units. Stochastic all-at-once replenish-
ment such as this is a requirement of the result in C. Right, All
possible states for a single release site/tethering unit complex
in WT synapses during heavy drive, diagramed to match the
scheme in B. Arrows indicate the sequence of transitions be-
tween states. A release site with a primed vesicle is in one of
the F states and releases the vesicle at the rate specified by �,
transitioning the site on to the next E state. Thereafter, a new
vesicle will be primed from among the reserves attached to the
tether at the rate specified by � if one is available. Stochastic
replacement of tethering units is indicated here by the brown
arrows pointing back to F1 and occurs at the rate specified by
	. Priming (faster) and docking replacement tethers (slower)
would be the two kinetic modes by which vesicles are supplied
to the RRP. Instead of priming, � could alternatively be post-
fusion clearance of tangled SNAREs or physical translocation of
vesicles along the tethers.
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Our previous working model [described previously by Wes-
seling and Lo (2002)] is presented in Figure 1Ai as a starting
point. This model was designed to be compatible with key aspects
of RRP supply during light and moderate synaptic drive and is
similar to the widely used model of short-term plasticity of Tso-
dyks and Markram (1997), although expressed with a different
formalism. According to the Markov formalism we use, release
sites can be either in a full (F) state or an empty (E) state. Sites in
the F state are loaded with a readily releasable vesicle, and transi-
tion to the E state occurs when the vesicle is spent via exocytosis.
By definition, any given release site would be in one and only one
of the states at any time (Meyn and Tweedie, 2009), implying that
RRP size would equal the number of full sites. Sites in the E state
then transition back to the F state when they are replenished with
a new vesicle. The idea was that either docking or priming would
be the rate-limiting step in supplying new vesicles for
replenishment.

However, this model fails to provide a complete description of
rate-limiting steps in vesicle trafficking because it cannot account
for the supply-rate depression that is induced during extended
drive. That is, all E state to F state transitions in Figure 1Ai are
governed by the rate parameter �, which required a value of 1/�f

(i.e., �0.15/s) to correctly predict the RRP replenishment time
course after short or moderate amounts of drive. But a much
slower rate parameter of �0.017/s would be required to explain
the �1 min value for �s in Equation 1. This was not a problem for
modeling RRP replenishment after light or moderate drive be-
cause the �s component plays a negligible role, but becomes in-
validating as soon as the �s component becomes significant, as it
does after the induction of supply-rate depression (�6 s of stim-
ulation at 20 Hz or faster).

We use the term “rate parameter” instead of “rate constant”
because we considered models where activity-dependent modu-
lation of rate parameters was allowed. However, although allow-
ing � to decrease by a factor of three during extended drive could
account for the supply-rate depression observed during stimula-
tion, the slowly reversing changes in � that would be required to
account for the corresponding slowdown in RRP replenishment
during subsequent rest intervals were not compatible with the
invariance of the time constants in Equation 1, which is the first
constraint.

We next realized that adding a single deeply depressed state
such as E2 in Figure 1Aii could, in principle, account for both the
supply-rate depression occurring during stimulation and the in-
variant time constants of Equation 1. In this case, the new rate
parameter 	 would specify the transition from the E2 state back to
the F state, and would have a value of 1/�s during rest intervals,
whereas � during rest intervals would be 1/�f. On average, sites in
the E2 state would transition to the F state with the single expo-

nential y�t� � �1 � e
�t

� � specified by � 
 �s, whereas sites in

the E1 state would transition to the F state with the analogous � 

�f single exponential. Because heavy stimulation would drive
some release sites to E1 and others to E2, RRP replenishment as a
whole would follow the sum of the two single exponentials, which
is Equation 1. The parameter w in Equation 1 would specify the
fraction of sites in E1 at the beginning of the replenishment inter-
val. Overall, RRP supply would be bimodal because no sites
would transition to the F state with intermediate kinetics.

However, Figure 1Aii predicts that the induction of supply-
rate depression would follow a decaying exponential, analogous
to radioactive decay, which conflicts with the second constraint

requiring that induction occur with a delayed onset. We then
realized that longer chains of repeated F and E states could be
constructed in ways that would be consistent with the delayed
onset of supply-rate depression, and the chains would maintain
compatibility with the invariant time constants of Equation 1 if
the E states were connected to F states by only two types of rate-
parameters (Fig. 1Aiii,B).

Third constraint
Next, to distinguish between multiple models that were consis-
tent with the initial two constraints, we took advantage of the fact
that different models differed dramatically in predicting the ki-
netic behavior of the deepest forms of short-term depression. For
example, Figure 1Aiii predicts that a deeper form would co-occur
with supply-rate depression, causing supply-rate depression to be
induced faster during a second episode of extensive synaptic drive
than at completely rested synapses.

Experiments to test this were conducted in acute hippocampal
slices and consisted of paired trains of 20 Hz Schaffer collateral
stimulation, each lasting 30 s (600 pulses). The trains were sepa-
rated in time by experimentally varied rest intervals as dia-
grammed at the top of Figure 1C, and neurotransmission was
monitored with postsynaptic patch-clamp recordings of CA1
principle neurons, which provide linear measurements of neu-
rotransmitter release (Garcia-Perez et al., 2008). Both trains in-
duced the maximum amount of supply-rate depression.

For analysis, we quantified the recovery that occurred during
each rest interval by dividing the aggregate response during the
second train by the aggregate during the first train. This measure
of recovery is different from measurements of RRP replenish-
ment because the aggregate response is generated by the release of
the entire reserve pool along with the RRP, which is approxi-
mately fourfold larger than the RRP alone (Harata et al., 2001;
Garcia-Perez et al., 2008). Therefore, the resulting time course
would strongly reflect the time it takes to replenish the reserve
pool in addition to the much smaller RRP, which was already
known to replenish according to Equation 1. In particular, mod-
els like Figure 1Aiii that predict forms of depression that are
deeper than supply-rate depression would predict much slower
recovery time courses than the models in Figure 1B.

Remarkably, the time course was approximated by a single
exponential function:

y�t� � �1 � w� � � 1 � e
�t

� � � w, (2)

where � 
 �s from Equation 1 (Fig. 1C). The � 
 �s recovery of the
aggregate response was therefore adopted as a third constraint
and narrowed substantially the field of surviving models. Figure
1Aiii was ruled out because it predicted a recovery time course
that was an order of magnitude slower (Fig. 1C, squares). In fact,
the only models known to us that are compatible with all three
constraints constitute the class of closely related Markov chains
diagrammed in Figure 1B (see Fig. 1C, green diamonds underly-
ing black data points).

New kinetic framework for vesicle trafficking
The Markov chains in Figure 1B could be formalized with the
following minimal set of differential equations:

dF1

dt
� 	 � � �

n
1

r

En � �
n
2

r

Fn� � � � F1, (3)
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dFn

dt
� � � En�1 � �� � 	� � Fn, for n � 2. . .r, (4)

dEn

dt
� � � Fn � �� � 	� � En, for n � 1. . .r � 1, (5)

dEr

dt
� � � Fr � 	 � Er, (6)

where, as above, a release site in an F state would contribute a
single vesicle to the RRP, and exocytosis of that vesicle would
occur during the transition to the next E state. The rates of tran-
sition between states are specified by the rate parameters �, �, and
	, which describe the speed of the rate-limiting steps in vesicle
trafficking and release: � specifies the transition rate from F to E
states and thus the rate at which readily releasable vesicles un-
dergo exocytosis. In contrast, � and 	 specify rates of transition
back from E to F states, and therefore describe the two kinetic
modes of RRP supply, and by extension the two rate-limiting
steps in vesicle trafficking that emerge during heavy drive. The
length of each Markov chain in the class is specified by a fourth
parameter, r, which does so by specifying the number of F and E
state pairs. Chains of any length are compatible with the first and
third initial constraints, and all but the shortest chains predict a
delayed onset for supply-rate depression, which is the second
constraint. However, results presented below show that only the
chain specified by r 
 4 could approximate the induction of
supply-rate depression seen at WT synapses.

Physical interpretation involving reserve vesicle pools
The Markov chains in Figure 1B are not compatible with previ-
ous vesicle-trafficking schemes, but are compatible with a recon-
ceptualization of the reserve pool that additionally fits with
tomography observations of what may be short vesicle-tethering
units in presynaptic terminals (Siksou et al., 2007). This physical
interpretation is presented in Figure 1D to guide intuitions be-
cause Figure 1B serves as the framework for our working model
(below). The top left panel of Figure 1D is a static depiction of a
synaptic terminal with two release sites (green squares). Actual
synapses have an average of �10 (Schikorski and Stevens, 1997).
Each site would dock a filamentous tethering unit, which could
tether up to r vesicles, where r is the parameter that specifies the
number of paired F and E states in the Markov chains. The dia-
gram additionally shows nondocked tethering units loaded with
vesicles, which have been seen in the tomography studies in ad-
dition to docked tethers (Siksou et al., 2007) and might constitute
all or part of the immobile reserve pool of vesicles (Rizzoli and
Betz, 2005).

The vesicle closest to the release site on docked tethering units
would spontaneously prime for release (magenta), whereas the
others (blue circles attached to docked filaments) would consti-
tute a reserve pool dedicated exclusively for use at the release site.
Heavy synaptic drive would eventually deplete the tether of ves-
icles because once the primed vesicle was released, the next re-
serve vesicle would take its place and become primed.

Reserve pools appear to replenish slowly when observed in
bulk. However, the scheme in Figure 1B requires that replenish-
ment of tethers would occur all at once at individual release sites
and never gradually or to partially full levels. In fact, models in
Figure 1Aiii failed to satisfy the third constraint because they
predicted gradual replenishment, which would have been de-
tected as a deep form of depression in Figure 1C that was not seen.
The slow reserve pool replenishment observed in bulk would thus

arise from the low frequency at which individual tethers are
replenished.

All-at-once reserve pool replenishment at individual release
sites is accomplished in Figure 1D (bottom left) by allowing par-
tially or fully depleted docked tethering units to be spontaneously
but infrequently replaced with completely loaded tethers. There
would be no mechanism for only partially replenishing individ-
ual tethering units. Replacement tethers would be drawn either
from the pool of nondocked tethers or from newly formed teth-
ering units constructed from recycled vesicles. Importantly, how-
ever, for avoiding the mass-action concept, the rate of tether
replacement would not decline during extensive synaptic use,
implying that reconstitution of fully loaded tethers from recycled
vesicles would be fast enough so that the supply of the replace-
ments would never be limiting.

The kinetic framework in Figure 1B pertains to a single one of
the release sites attached to tethering units (Fig. 1D, top left,
dashed boxes). Each release site would be in a single one of the
states in Figure 1B at any given time, but individual release sites in
the same synaptic terminal could be in different states such as the
two sites that are depicted.

The panel to the right shows all of the possible states for a
single release site when r 
 4, connected together in a diagram
matching Figure 1B. Release sites with fully loaded tethering
units and a primed vesicle would be in state F1. Action potentials
would trigger the primed vesicle to release at the rate specified by
�, which would temporarily transition the release site to E1 (green
arrows). The site would then spontaneously transition on to F2

(blue arrows, �), which would occur upon priming a new vesicle
from the local reserve. Release and subsequent priming events
with identical kinetics would then be repeated during continued
synaptic drive until the tethering unit was completely exhausted
of vesicles, which would correspond to E4. The infrequent, spon-
taneous replacement of tethering units (brown arrows, 	) could
occur at any time from any state, and would transition the release
site back to the F1 state.

Accurate prediction of supply-rate depression
We next tested whether the kinetic framework in Figure 1B could
accurately predict short-term depression during heavy synaptic
drive. The values of �, �, and 	 that have already been con-
strained by previous results are summarized in Figure 2A. The
origin of each estimate is referenced in the figure legend. Briefly,
� must be close to zero during rest intervals to account for the low
spontaneous release rate, and much faster than � or 	 during 20
Hz stimulation because this is a condition for RRP exhaustion,
which has been verified experimentally (Garcia-Perez et al.,
2008). Parameters � and 	 correspond to �f and �s in Equation 1

during rest intervals; specifically, � �
1

�f
� 	 and 	 �

1

�s

(derivation not shown). In addition, � would be moderately
faster during stimulation because of activity/residual Ca 2�-
dependent acceleration that is known to occur (Stevens and Wes-
seling, 1998); this is compatible with the invariance of the time
constants in Equation 1 (see below). However, whether or not 	 is
likewise modulated by activity was not explicitly constrained by
previous results.

The value of r was not explicitly constrained by previous re-
sults either. However, only the chain of r 
 4 pairs of F and E
states could approximate the induction of supply-rate depression
observed during heavy drive at WT synapses (Fig. 2B). Even so,
the prediction did not perfectly match the observed steady-state
response size when 	 was assumed to be insensitive to modula-
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tion by activity (Fig. 2B, magenta lines). Instead, a precise fit was
obtained by increasing 	 from the resting value of 1/�s (�0.017/s)
to 0.025/s (Fig. 2B, green lines), which suggests the presence of
modest activity-dependent acceleration that might be analo-
gous to the acceleration of � that has already been character-
ized. Based on the close fits to observations and the lack of
known alternatives, we therefore adopted as our working

model the model in Figure 1 B, where r 
 4; �, �, and 	 have
the values listed in Figure 2 A; and additionally, 	 is accelerated
to 0.025/s by activity.

For simplicity we modeled acceleration and deceleration of
both � and 	 as occurring instantaneously at the beginning and
end of stimulation even though results from osmotic shock ex-
periments in cultured autapses suggest that the mechanism
underlying the acceleration of � may actually operate more
gradually (Stevens and Wesseling, 1998) owing to the gradual
accumulation and clearance of residual Ca 2� (Garcia-Perez and
Wesseling, 2008). The simplification works, however, because (1)
� quickly reaches a maximal value in �1 s during continuous 20
Hz (or faster) stimulation and can be treated as a constant while
stimulation persists to within a second-order correction for mod-
eling short-term depression (Wesseling and Lo, 2002), and (2)
the expected deviation of the faster component from a single
exponential during RRP replenishment is small, and impor-
tantly, the size of the deviation remains comparable across the
entire range of experimental conditions, including when w in
Equation 1 has a low value and the �s component plays a
dominant role (see Fig. 5Bii) (see also Garcia-Perez et al.,
2008, their Fig. 6C). A more precise formulation for the faster
component of RRP replenishment that accounts for the devi-

ation would be (1 � e �� � (t )dt) rather than � 1 � e
�t

�
f � in

Equation 1 (Wesseling and Lo, 2002, their Equation 2) (see
Fig. 5Bii, solid green line), but this is also a second-order
correction with little impact on the present findings.

Compatibility with manipulations that alter release rates
The working model is not intended to supplant current concepts
about how transmitter release is triggered, but instead remains
neutral (Lou et al., 2005; Moulder and Mennerick, 2005; Sch-
neggenburger and Neher, 2005; Sun et al., 2007; Pan and Zucker,
2009). For simplicity, the model does treat the release of readily
releasable vesicles as a single trafficking step that accelerates from
0 during rest periods to fast enough to exhaust the RRP during
periods of heavy drive. However, the value of the model for iden-
tifying upstream rate-limiting steps in vesicle trafficking depends
critically only on the already verified premise that repetitive stim-
ulation can drive release fast enough to maintain the RRP in a
near-empty steady state, regardless of the kinetic complexity of
the release trigger (Garcia-Perez et al., 2008).

Selective permutations of single parameter values
Our next goal was to test the working model further. We reasoned
that if the three rate parameters and r each pertain to a genuine
rate-limiting element in vesicle trafficking, then some experi-
mental manipulations known to affect short-term synaptic plas-
ticity might alter selectively the value of one of these parameters
without affecting the values of the other three, and without re-
quiring additional complexity. Indeed, increasing the stimulating
frequency or extracellular Ca 2� increased � values selectively
(data not shown) as expected, because these manipulations in-
crease the rate at which vesicles within the RRP are released but
do not affect the size of the RRP, the baseline rate of supply, or the
induction of supply-rate depression (Garcia-Perez et al., 2008).
Moreover, although no selective manipulations of � or 	 are yet
known, the fourth parameter, r, is shown next to be selectively
altered in synapsin knock-outs.

A

B

Figure 2. The working model accurately predicts the induction of supply-rate depression.
A, Left, Values for rate parameters in the working model that were constrained by previous
experiments. Increasing the resting value for � to match the estimates of the spontaneous
minirate (�0.0005/s per release site) made no detectable difference in the results. Single
asterisks indicate that values for � in Wesseling and Lo (2002) correspond to � � 	 here. The
resting value for 	 was calculated assuming �s 
 1 min, which is close to both the value in cell
culture using pairs of osmotic shocks (Stevens and Wesseling, 1999a) and the value newly
estimated from Figure 5 in the present report, but slightly faster than the �s 
 70 s value
reported by Garcia-Perez et al. (2008). Double asterisks indicate that 	 needed to be accelerated
to 0.025/s during active periods for the working model to match observations exactly; this value
was not included in the table because it was not highly constrained by data in previous reports,
and is therefore a prediction of the working model, rather than a constraint. Right, Values for
�(t) used during modeling throughout the present report. Values were calculated from the first
80 responses plotted in B using the kinetic scheme described in the appendix of the study by
Wesseling and Lo (2002), assuming only that the RRP is depleted to a standing fullness of �5%
by the end of the first 3 s of 20 Hz stimulation. B, Short-term plasticity during 30 s of 20 Hz
Schaffer collateral stimulation in slices (n 
 66 preparations). Response sizes were normalized
by the mean size of the first 20 responses. The magenta line is the simulation of the working
model with r 
 4, 	 
 0.017/s, and the other parameters with the values specified in A. The
green line is the same model with 	 accelerated to 0.025/s.
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Confirmation of more short-term depression in synapsin
knock-outs
We chose to analyze synapsin knock-outs against the working
model because of previous reports implicating synapsins in vesi-
cle trafficking and short-term depression (Huttner et al., 1983;
Pieribone et al., 1995; Gitler et al., 2008). We conducted the anal-
ysis primarily in slices instead of cell cultures because the absence
of asynchronous release at Schaffer collateral synapses in slices
allows for more precise kinetic measurements of short-term de-
pression in release rates (Garcia-Perez et al., 2008). However,
some experiments that required cell cultures are included below.

Figure 3 confirms previous reports (Rosahl et al., 1995; Jensen
et al., 2007) that DKO synapses exhibit more depression than WT
synapses during extensive repetitive stimulation. Schaffer collat-
erals were stimulated for 600 pulses at 20 Hz because this protocol
induces the maximum amount of depression and because 20 Hz
stimulation maintains the RRP in a near-empty steady state at
WT synapses, which allows rate-limiting mechanisms to be iso-
lated from other factors contributing to depression (Garcia-Perez
et al., 2008).

The amount of depression evident in the responses to the first
40 pulses did not differ between DKO and WT synapses (Fig.
3A,B), but a difference began to emerge after the 60th pulse and
was largest after about 150 pulses (Fig. 3B), with DKO synapses
depressing to 15  1.0% of their initial strength, versus 25 
1.1% for WT (mean  SEM; p � 1E � 8). The difference subse-
quently narrowed with DKO synapses depressing to steady-state
levels (5.8  0.7%) that were again lower than WT synapses
(9.8  1.0%; p � 0.002). Overall, the additional depression
yielded cumulative responses over the entire 600-pulse trains that
were �35% lower at DKO synapses (Fig. 3C). Over several min-
utes of rest, both DKO and WT synapses recovered completely
(Fig. 3B, inset), confirming that the defect was in some aspect of
short-term plasticity.

The additional depression at DKO synapses would be ex-
pected to reflect a presynaptic alteration because synapsins are
primarily located in presynaptic terminals and because short-
term depression seems to be completely presynaptic at WT Schaf-
fer collateral synapses (Wesseling and Lo, 2002; Garcia-Perez et
al., 2008). In fact, decreases were detected in the probability of
release but not quantal size during near-minimal stimulation ex-
periments (data not shown).

The reduction in the aggregate response seems to match with
the similarly reduced vesicle count in DKO terminals (Rosahl et

al., 1995) but might have been caused by an unrelated mechanism
because only a minority of the vesicles identified morphologically
participate in neurotransmission (Harata et al., 2001). Indeed,
other mechanisms have been proposed (Sun et al., 2006). Never-
theless, an FM1-43 imaging experiment presented below (see Re-
serve pool depletion mechanism for supply-rate depression)
confirms that DKO synaptic terminals do exhibit reduced recy-
cling reserve pool sizes.

Evaluation of three potential causes for the additional
depression at DKO synapses
In principle, the additional depression could have been caused by
any of the following: (1) the absence of a subdivision of the RRP
that is ordinarily released only during extensive stimulation (i.e.,
during stimulation that continues after the first 60 pulses), simi-
lar to a previously suggested explanation at calyx of Held synapses
(Sun et al., 2006); (2) use-dependent decreases or fatigue in the
efficiency of the release machinery such that some readily releas-
able vesicles that would ordinarily be released at WT synapses
would be left unreleased [in principle, such a decrease could be
caused by any of several mechanisms that do not limit release at
WT synapses when stimulation is 20 Hz or faster but might at
DKO synapses (Garcia-Perez et al., 2008), such as Ca 2�-channel
inactivation (Hennig et al., 2008; Mochida et al., 2008), gradual
vesicle priming (Wu and Borst, 1999), or slow recruitment of
Ca 2� channels to release sites (Wadel et al., 2007)]; or (3) slower
RRP resupply, leading to a decrease in the maximum amount of
release over extended periods, which might be consistent with
a previously proposed synapsin hypothesis (Greengard et al.,
1993).

Possibility (1) seemed unlikely because previous experiments
showed that the first 60 pulses exhaust the entire RRP at WT
synapses and that subsequent release comes from vesicles that are
newly supplied to the RRP (Garcia-Perez et al., 2008). We there-
fore focused initially on distinguishing between possibilities (2)
and (3).

We reasoned that if the additional depression seen at DKO
synapses was caused by decreased efficiency of the release ma-
chinery, which is possibility (2), then the unreleased vesicles
would accumulate within the RRP. The amount of accumulation
would be substantial because the �35% smaller cumulative re-
sponse seen at DKO synapses during 30 s of stimulation (Fig. 3C)
would correspond to a difference of approximately two times the
contents of the RRP when full; that is, over the same interval, WT

B CA

Figure 3. Synapsin DKO synapses depress faster and more extensively during heavy stimulation. Responses during 30 s of 20 Hz Schaffer collateral stimulation in slices from strain-matched DKO
and WT animals (n 
 55 preparations for DKO; WT values are from Fig. 2B). Magenta symbols represent DKO, and blue represents WT. A, First 80 responses. Insets are the first responses averaged
across all experiments. Calibration: 100 pA, 25 ms. B, All 600 responses versus pulse number, binned into groups of five for clarity. Error bars (SEM) are smaller than the symbols. Green lines are the
working model with r 
 2.6 (matching DKO) and r 
 4 (WT). Left inset, Averaged traces across all experiments of responses 1 to 5 and 151 to 155, scaled by the mean size of responses 1 to 5. Scale
bar, 25 ms. Middle inset, Magnified responses 151 to 155. Boxed inset, Overlaid, averaged traces from an additional set of experiments before and at least 4 min after 600 pulses (20 Hz; average of
5 experiments). Calibration: 100 pA, 20 ms. C, Cumulative responses. Green lines are the working model.
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synapses released the equivalent contents of 5.5  0.2 RRPs,
which was calculated from the data in Figure 3 using the theory
described by Wesseling and Lo (2002, their appendix) to estimate
the cumulative response to the release of the equivalent contents
of a single RRP. Therefore, more intense stimulation that was
more effective at releasing the unreleased vesicles would be ex-
pected to yield a larger response.

To test this, we drove DKO synapses with higher-frequency
stimulation. No increase in the cumulative response was detected
when stimulation was 40 instead of 20 Hz over trials of continu-
ous stimulation lasting 60 s (Fig. 4A) or when the stimulating
frequency was abruptly increased from 20 to 40 Hz after the first
200 pulses (Fig. 4B), which is when the difference between DKO
and WT is large. However, increasing the stimulating frequency
did produce robust increases in responses in positive control ex-
periments where RRP exhaustion was prevented by reducing ex-
tracellular Ca 2� (Fig. 4B), confirming basic features of the
experimental paradigm such as the capacity of axons to fire at
higher frequencies.

These results argue against the presence of a substantial unre-
leased population of releasable vesicles, and thus do not support
possibility (2). In contrast, the matching cumulative response
observed during 20 and 40 Hz stimulation would be predicted if
stimulation at either frequency were enough to drive release max-
imally by first exhausting the RRP during the first few seconds of
stimulation as occurs at WT synapses. Therefore, the results are
consistent with possibility (3) that the additional depression at
DKO synapses is caused by the emergence of one or more slow
vesicle-trafficking steps governing RRP resupply, possibly caused
by earlier depletion of a smaller reserve pool. The remaining
caveat would be that the hypothetical fatigue in the release ma-
chinery in possibility (2) was extreme enough to prevent com-
pletely the release of a large fraction of readily releasable vesicles,
but this caveat would not explain the observation of slower RRP
replenishment after intermediate amounts of stimulation that is
presented next.

Slower RRP replenishment after moderate-length trains
Possibility (3) predicts that RRP replenishment would take lon-
ger at DKO compared to WT synapses. No such difference has
been detected (Sun et al., 2006), but replenishment time courses
in previous studies were measured after releasing the equivalent
contents of a single RRP and might have missed defects in replen-
ishment that emerge during more extended drive. In fact, supply-
rate depression is not detectable at WT synapses until after the
equivalent contents of more than two RRPs have been released
(Garcia-Perez et al., 2008). It was therefore possible that the ad-
ditional depression at DKO synapses was caused by the earlier
induction of supply-rate depression, although not early enough
for detection after light stimulation.

We found this to be the case in a series of additional experi-
ments in slices. For example, 80-pulse stimulus trains released the
equivalent contents of 1.9  0.04 RRPs (slightly less at DKO
synapses), and subsequent RRP replenishment was slower at
DKO compared to WT synapses (Fig. 5A). A higher-resolution
analysis revealed that the DKO replenishment time course was
well fitted by Equation 1, although with a lower value for the
parameter w than the fit for WT data. Equation 1 additionally fit
the much slower replenishment time courses that followed trains
of 600 pulses. A detailed analysis indicated that whereas differ-
ences between replenishment time courses at DKO and WT syn-
apses can be ascribed to differences in the value of the weighting
parameter w, they cannot be ascribed to changes in either of the
component time constants (Fig. 5B).

Earlier onset of supply-rate depression
Since the value of w is proportional to the amount of supply-rate
depression induced during the preceding stimulus train (Garcia-
Perez et al., 2008), the results so far suggest that the difference
between DKO and WT might be limited to the timing of induc-
tion of supply-rate depression. Therefore, we next measured the
value of w as a function of the length of the preceding stimulus
train. A decrease in w was detected after trains as short as 60

BA

Figure 4. Sixty-pulse trains are long enough to exhaust the RRP at DKO synapses. A, Schaffer collaterals were driven at 20 or 40 Hz for 60 s (1200 or 2400 pulses; 8 paired trials from 5 preparations).
Ai, Traces from an example experiment after subtracting the stimulus artifacts (see Materials and Methods). Top, First 200 ms. Calibration: 100 pA, 50 ms. Middle, First 4 s. Calibration: 100 pA, 1 s.
Bottom, All 60 s. Calibration: 100 pA, 10 s. Aii, Mean of the current integral per 100 ms bin during the first 6 s of stimulation across all experiments (bin values were normalized by the mean size during
the fourth s of stimulation at 20 Hz). Note that the time-integrated response was greater at 40 Hz during the first 1 s of stimulation (140  9%), which confirms that stimulation at 40 Hz can release
neurotransmitter at a faster rate before the RRP has been exhausted. The difference disappeared during the first 3 s of stimulation (106  5% at 40 Hz). Aiii, Mean of response integral per 1 s bin
over the first 30 s of stimulation showing that after the fourth second the response integral matched at the two stimulation frequencies, even in the face of a more than threefold further decline. The
individual responses at 40 Hz were half the size of the responses at 20 Hz, but there were twice as many. Overall, no difference was detected in the cumulative response integral over 30 s of stimulation
(101  8%). See Figure 1 of Garcia-Perez et al. (2008) for equivalent experiments at WT synapses. B, Stimulation frequency was doubled after the 200th pulse at 20 Hz. No increase in the
time-integrated response was detected under standard conditions (top; n 
 4), but a robust increase was detected in positive controls conducted at a reduced Ca 2�/Mg 2� ratio (0.45/2.5 mM),
where 20 Hz stimulation does not exhaust the RRP (bottom; n 
 8). The response integral during the first 2 s following the frequency jump compared to first 2 s overall was 129  18%, compared
to 87  9.5% with no jump (p � 0.01). Traces are from example experiments. Calibration: top, 30 pA, 5 s; bottom, 10 pA, 5 s.
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pulses at DKO synapses (Fig. 6A), whereas no significant decrease
was detected at WT synapses until after the 200-pulse trains. The
results are plotted against the cumulative amount of release dur-
ing the preceding stimulus train because supply-rate depression

is thought to depend on the amount of release rather than the
amount of stimulation per se (Stevens and Wesseling, 1999a).
Further analysis confirmed that values for w were proportional to
the later phase of depression arising during stimulation for DKO
synapses (data not shown), matching WT behavior. Together,
these results indicate that the DKO phenotype evident in Figures
3, 5, and 6A is likely caused by an earlier onset of supply-rate
depression, further supporting possibility (3) above.

Synapsin 2 dosage dependence of induction
We next devised a single-point assay for comparing the amount
of supply-rate depression induced by trains of 120 pulses (20 Hz)
in a range of genotypes. Trains of 120 pulses were chosen because
they produced the largest difference between DKO and WT (Fig.
6A). The idea was that more supply-rate depression in the assay
would indicate earlier induction.

The severity of the phenotype was found to depend strongly
on the dosage of synapsin 2, but not synapsin 1 (Fig. 6Bi). Quan-
titative Western blot analysis of hippocampal extracts confirmed
that synapsin 2 protein expression is reduced by �50% in synap-
sin 2 heterozygotes (Fig. 6Bii), matching the �50% magnitude of
the effect on supply-rate depression. Further experiments con-
firmed that RRP replenishment time courses continued to be well
fitted by Equation 1 at synapsin 2 knock-out synapses (data not
shown). The lack of an effect of knocking out synapsin 1 fits with
previous studies where exogenous synapsin 2a expression res-
cued a defect in short-term depression in synapsin 1, 2, and 3
triple knock-outs, whereas synapsin 1 expression did not (Gitler
et al., 2008).

Cell culture confirmation of slower RRP replenishment after
moderate use
Although our overall goal was to test the working model against
the synapsin knock-out phenotype, the intermediate conclusion
that synapsins are involved in vesicle trafficking is important on
its own because of the present uncertainty regarding whether
synapsins instead primarily control vesicle release probability by
a downstream mechanism (Greengard et al., 1993; Sun et al.,
2006). Because the previous evidence against a vesicle-trafficking
phenotype was the lack of alterations in the time course of RRP
replenishment, we sought to confirm slower replenishment using
osmotic shocks instead of electrical stimulation to measure re-
plenishment (Stevens and Wesseling, 1999a). The experiment
had to be conducted in autapses grown in cell culture instead of
slices because autapses allow the simultaneous electrical activa-
tion of all afferent synapses, and osmotic shocks can be conve-
niently induced with hyperosmotic solution challenges (Fig. 7A,
top).

Less replenishment was observed at DKO compared to WT
synapses over the 20-s-long rest intervals that followed trains of
80 action potentials (0.78  0.11 vs 0.96  0.10; n 
 6 trials/
autapses each; p � 0.02) (Fig. 7A, dashed box). Conceptually, the
80-action-potential experiment approximates the single-point
assay indicated in Figure 6A and yielded a similar difference be-
tween DKO and WT. Further experiments confirmed that the full
RRP replenishment time course continued to be fit by Equation 1
when measured with osmotic shocks (Fig. 7A, bottom).

These experiments provide independent confirmation that
the DKO phenotype includes an alteration in vesicle trafficking
upstream of release because osmotic shocks trigger release by an
artificial mechanism that bypasses the Ca 2�-dependent trigger of
the native release machinery (Rosenmund and Stevens, 1996).
We emphasize, however, that our results are consistent with pre-

A

B

Figure 5. Slower RRP replenishment after moderate drive, but unaltered recovery kinetics of
component exponentials. RRP replenishment time courses were measured after 80 or 600
pulses with pairs of 20 Hz stimulation trains separated in time by experimentally varied intervals
as diagrammed at the top (WT after 80 pulses, n 
 45 trials from 23 preparations; WT after 600,
n 
 24 trials from 16 preparations; DKO after 80, n 
 47 trials from 34 preparations; DKO after
600, n 
 42 trials from 31 preparations). A, Linear plots showing that RRP replenishment is
slower after 80 pulses at DKO compared to WT synapses. Dashed lines are Equation 1 with
�f 
 6.7 s, �s 
 55 s, and w as indicated. B, Semilogarithmic plots. Bi, Later time points
gathered for �T values between 30 and 120 s. Dashed lines are the single exponential

y�t� � �1 � w� � �1 � e
�t

� � � w, with � 
 55 s and w values as

in A. Best-fittingtimeconstantsfor justthelaterdatapointswerecalculatedas55s(rangeof46to69s
with 95% confidence) for WT after 600 pulses, 56 s (43 to 77 s) for DKO after 600 pulses, and 54 s (45 to
65 s) for DKO after 80 pulses. Bii, Earlier time points after first subtracting the slower exponential
component assuming � 
 55 s. The dashed gray line is the single exponential with � 
 6.7 s.
Deviations from the single exponential were expected because of the activity/residual Ca 2�-
dependent acceleration of �, which reverses as the Ca 2� is cleared during rest intervals. The solid
green line is the deviation predicted by Wesseling and Lo (2002, their Eq. 2), with N
1 and assuming
� is accelerated from 0.10/s to 0.24/s by residual Ca 2� and that subsequent clearance during rest
intervals followsthetimecourseinFigure2D ofGarcia-PerezandWesseling(2008).TheWTdatapoint
after 80 pulses for�T
15 s and the DKO data point after 80 pulses for�T
2 s are shifted slightly
along the horizontal axis to make them visible.
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vious studies where no alterations in RRP replenishment time
courses were detected because the previous studies examined re-
plenishment after expending only the initial RRP contents. In-
deed, 20-s-long rest intervals were sufficient for almost complete
RRP replenishment at both DKO and WT synapses after shorter
trains of only 20 action potentials (Fig. 6A, leftmost data points).
(This was additionally observed in osmotic shock experiments
similar to those in Fig. 7A; data not shown).

Intact activity-dependent acceleration of vesicle trafficking
Together, the results seem contrary to the concept that synapsins
are involved in activity-dependent acceleration of vesicle traffick-
ing (Greengard et al., 1993; Jensen et al., 2007). First, the invari-
ant time constants in Equation 1 suggest that the mechanisms
underlying RRP supply operate with the same bimodal kinetics at
both DKO and WT synapses, whereas knocking out an accelera-
tion mechanism would make one of the modes slower, which was
not seen. Second, the activity-dependent acceleration that has
been observed at WT Schaffer collateral synapses is saturated by
the first 10 action potentials (Stevens and Wesseling, 1998; Wes-
seling and Lo, 2002), whereas defects in short-term plasticity at
DKO synapses were not detected until after �60 pulses of stim-
ulation (Fig. 3B). To confirm the normal operation of the accel-
eration mechanism at DKO synapses, additional experiments
were conducted on autapses using a previously designed protocol
(Stevens and Wesseling, 1998) that again involved combining
electrical stimulation with pairs of osmotic challenges for mea-
suring the amount of RRP replenishment over fixed rest intervals
(Fig. 7B, top). Consistent with an intact acceleration mechanism,
10 action potentials produced robust acceleration (Fig. 7B) in
three of three autapses, which was similar in magnitude (2.1 
0.17-fold; p � 0.02) to the acceleration seen previously in WT
synapses (Stevens and Wesseling, 1998, their Fig. 8).

No change in release probability
Because the timing of induction of supply-rate depression is
thought to depend on the amount of neurotransmitter released
(Stevens and Wesseling, 1999a), the earlier induction at DKO
synapses suggests that synapsins are involved in determining the
relationship between release and induction. An alternative expla-
nation, however, would be that the DKO phenotype could indi-
rectly result from hidden enhancement of the baseline level of
release because synapses that initially released more neurotrans-
mitter might depress earlier, for example, as a consequence of
exhausting reserve pools more rapidly. To test this, we compared
the time course of MK801 blockade of NMDA receptor responses
during low-frequency stimulation at DKO and WT synapses in
slices (Hessler et al., 1993). No difference was detected (Fig. 8A),
indicating that the initial probability of release was not enhanced
(Manabe and Nicoll, 1994). Together with the observation that
the release of transmitter depresses more quickly than WT during
heavy stimulation (Fig. 3B), these results confirm that DKO syn-
apses cumulatively release less neurotransmitter than WT during
comparable amounts of heavy use, implicating synapsins in de-
termining the relationship between release and induction of

A

B

Figure 6. Induction of supply-rate depression. A, Plot of w versus history of synaptic use.
Synapses were stimulated with pairs of 20 Hz trains separated by fixed 20 s rest intervals as
diagrammed (top). The length of the first train of each pair was varied experimentally, and
subsequent RRP replenishment during the 20 s rest intervals was used to calculate w in Equation
1 assuming �f 
 6.7 s and �s 
 55 s. Plotted are fractional RRP replenishment ( y-axis on left
side) and w (right side) versus the cumulative response during the first train [DKO, n 
 17 trials
from 9 preparations; WT, n
31 trials from 17 preparations; WT data are a subset of the data set
published previously in the study by Garcia-Perez et al. (2008, their Fig. 7)]. The dashed lines
(green) are the working model with values for r as indicated. The gray box labeled “single-point
assay” contains the recovery values after trains of 120 pulses. The x-axis at the top is the cumu-
lative release recalibrated into the number of RRP equivalents, which was calculated directly
from the working model. B, Synapsin dosage dependence of induction of supply-rate depres-
sion. Bi, Recovery during 20 s rest intervals following 120 pulse trains for the indicated geno-
types (n 
 10 trials from 6 preparations; **p � 0.01 compared to WT; ##p � 0.01 compared to
synapsin 2 heterozygote). Recovery was measured as the size of the aggregate response during
the second train divided by the size of the aggregate response to the first 60 pulses of the first
train, which is simpler than the fractional RRP replenishment measurements plotted in A (see Mate-
rials and Methods). Bii, Western blot analysis of synapsin 2 levels in hippocampal tissue homogenates

4

showing that levels are decreased by about half. A representative blot is shown on the left. For
quantification, optical density of synapsin 2 bands from synapsin 2 heterozygotes was normal-
ized by the density of the corresponding bands from animals with both alleles (*p � 0.05; n 

3 for syn 1(�/�) background, n 
 6 for syn 1(�/�) background). Error bars indicate SEM.
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supply-rate depression. See Figure 10 for confirmation of this
result with FM1-43 in cell culture.

No change in enhancement: paired-pulse facilitation
and augmentation
To test further the specificity of the DKO phenotype for the in-
duction of supply-rate depression, we additionally measured el-
ements of short-term enhancement, which are caused by residual
Ca 2�-dependent increases in the efficiency of the release machin-
ery and seem to operate independently of the vesicle-trafficking
mechanisms assayed above (Stevens and Wesseling, 1999b;
Garcia-Perez and Wesseling, 2008). Although short-term depres-
sion dominates under our experimental conditions, facilitation,
with a decay lasting hundreds of milliseconds, and augmentation,
lasting tens of seconds, are operant but masked during much of
the stimulation protocols used here (Garcia-Perez and Wessel-
ing, 2008). Facilitation can be at least partially characterized as
the paired-pulse ratio at the beginning of repetitive trains, but
was not significantly different at DKO versus WT synapses in
slices (Fig. 8B). The characteristic parameters of augmentation
were extracted from the experiments in Figure 5 using a recently

developed analytical procedure (Garcia-
Perez and Wesseling, 2008), but both the
amplitude and time course of decay were
similar at DKO and WT synapses (Fig.
8C). Together, these results suggest that
short-term enhancement is not substan-
tially affected by knocking out both syn-
apsin 1 and 2. Nevertheless, Figure 8B
shows that single knock-outs exhibit al-
tered paired-pulse ratios, which is in
agreement with the original analysis as is
the disappearance of this aspect of the
phenotype in DKO (Rosahl et al., 1993,
1995).

Single parameter permutation
We then tested the working model against
the complete set of DKO results and found
that changing the value of the single param-
eter r from 4.0 to 2.6 could account for all of
the observed differences (Figs. 3, 6A, green
lines). The three rate parameters showed no
change, as was expected, because � and 	
determine �f and �s, which were not differ-
ent from WT (Fig. 5B), and � and � set
short-term plasticity characteristics at the
beginning of repetitive stimulation, which
were likewise not different from WT (Fig.
3A). A key result that distinguished the
working model from competing alterna-
tives was the third of the three initial con-
straints that the recovery time course of the
aggregate response to the second of a pair of
extended stimulus trains followed the single
exponential characterized by � 
 �s from
Equation 1 (Fig. 1C), and this property was
retained by DKO synapses (Fig. 9A). Re-
markably, even the modest activity-
dependent acceleration of 	 that was
required for fitting WT results continued to
be required for the DKO results (Fig. 9B),
strongly supporting the hypothesis that the

alteration in vesicle trafficking is limited to the mechanism described
by r. In the context of the physical interpretation depicted in Figure
1D, the decrease in r would imply that individual vesicle-tethering
units would connect together an average of 2.6 vesicles in DKO com-
pared to 4 in WT terminals, which would additionally explain the
�35% reduction in vesicle number seen in DKO terminals (Rosahl
et al., 1995) if the total number of docked and nondocked tethering
units was unchanged.

We modeled the nonwhole number value for r 
 2.6 with the
weighted average of models with r 
 2 and r 
 3 (see Materials
and Methods). Although some more complicated weighting
schemes could also work, extreme combinations such as
weighted averages of r 
 4 and r 
 1 did not work because the
simulations predicted a three-phase onset of supply-rate depres-
sion that includes an initial fast component followed by an inter-
mediate plateau phase and then a slower decay component that is
not seen in Figure 6A.

Reserve pool depletion mechanism for supply-rate depression
In any case, Figure 1D was not the only possible physical inter-
pretation of the working model. A competing hypothesis has

A B

Figure 7. Osmotic shock experiments in autapses. A, Confirmation of earlier onset of supply-rate depression. RRP replenishment was
measured at cell culture autapses following 80 presynaptic action potentials as diagrammed at top. The first osmotic shock (Osm) was used
to ensure RRP depletion, the second was used to measure RRP replenishment over the intervening rest interval, and the third, 3 min later,
was used to estimate the fully replenished RRP size in a way that avoids erroneously ascribing rundown to incomplete RRP replenishment
(Stevens and Wesseling, 1999a). Box, Example responses to the second and third osmotic shocks when�T
20 s. Calibration: WT, 2 s, 50
pA; DKO, 2 s, 200 pA. The experiment was designed to recapitulate results for the single-point assay used in Figure 6B and the difference
between DKO and WT matched predictions; see Results for quantification. Bottom, Full time course for DKO synapses. The filled circle is the
DKO data from the trials where �T 
 20 s (n 
 6), used to extrapolate the value of w in Equation 1 (i.e., w 
 0.60; n 
 3 for each data
point). The dashed line is the resulting prediction generated by Equation 1. All recovery values were adjusted for the 5% rundown that
typically occurs over the 3 min between the second and third osmotic shocks (Stevens and Wesseling, 1999a); see Stevens and Wesseling
(1999a) for WT RRP replenishment time courses measured with osmotic shocks. B, Preservation of activity-dependent acceleration of
vesicle trafficking. RRP replenishment during 2-s-long rest intervals was measured at fully rested DKO synapses with pairs of osmotic shocks
as diagrammed at the top, without (baseline) and with (accelerated) 10 action potentials during the final 1 s of the first shock. Example
traces are plotted; see Results for quantification. The dashed gray boxes contain the responses elicited by the second shocks of each pair,
showing acceleration.
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alternatively ascribed supply-rate depression to use-dependent
inhibition of the docking and priming machinery in the active
zone (Stevens and Wesseling, 1999a), which would additionally
explain why the majority of vesicles within presynaptic terminals
do not participate in the exocytic/endocytic cycle even during
heavy drive (Harata et al., 2001). However, failure of many vesi-
cles to recycle does not necessarily rule out pool depletion ideas
because the presence of nonparticipating vesicles can be ex-
plained as an immobile reserve pool (Rizzoli and Betz, 2005).

Also consistent with the inhibition hypothesis, however, is the
routine observation that a substantial amount of FM1-43 is
trapped inside synaptic terminals when used to stain recycling
vesicles (Ribchester et al., 1994; Ryan and Smith, 1995). The
mechanism remains unknown, but the inhibition hypothesis
would seem to provide a natural explanation because it would

predict that some vesicles containing FM1-43 would be blocked
from undergoing exocytosis as a consequence of activation of the
hypothetical inhibitory mechanism. We thus reasoned that since
supply-rate depression has an earlier onset at DKO synapses, the
inhibition hypothesis would predict that vesicle trapping would
begin earlier and consequently apply to a greater fraction of the
recycled vesicles.

In experiments designed to address this, FM1-43 staining in
conventional cell cultures was 33% less at DKO compared to WT
synapses (Fig. 10). Subsequent destaining was likewise less, and
the rate of destaining was slightly faster (data not shown; but see
Gitler et al., 2008). Considered on their own, these results are
consistent both with inhibition and with pool depletion hypoth-
eses. However, the level of residual FM1-43 staining left over after
the destaining was less at DKO synapses, and, as a proportional
quantity, the ratio of the residual staining to the level before
destaining was not greater (0.26  0.02 for DKO vs 0.33  0.02
for WT). Although it is not known whether the residual FM1-43
was trapped in synaptic vesicles or in some other structure (Rib-
chester et al., 1994), the result argues against the inhibition hy-
pothesis in either case. If the FM1-43 were trapped in vesicles, the
trapping would occur proportionally for DKO and WT, whereas
inhibition predicts more trapping at DKO synapses, and the in-
crease would have been detectable in the experiments of Figure 10
(calculations not shown). On the other hand, if the FM1-43 were
instead trapped in some other structure, the result implies that
vesicular trapping does not occur at either DKO or WT synapses,
which would be contrary to predictions of the inhibition hypoth-
esis that a substantial amount of vesicle trapping would occur.

Discussion
We have developed and tested a new theoretical model for rate-
limiting steps in presynaptic vesicle trafficking at Schaffer collat-
eral synapses. The new model departs from previous concepts
that invoked gradual depletion of a reserve pool to account for
the slow induction of deep forms of short-term depression, but a
departure was needed because the mass-action rules at the heart
of previous models are not consistent with several key observa-
tions. We additionally show that the phenotype of synapsin

A B C

Figure 8. Unaltered release parameters. A, Initial release probability. Use-dependent blockade of the NMDA component of synaptic responses was monitored every 8 s in the presence of MK801
(n 
 10 for DKO; n 
 9 for WT). Mean response sizes were normalized by the sum of all responses. The best-fitting double exponential for WT data (white line) had exponential components of 5 
1 and 37  3 responses, with 57  3% weighting for the faster exponential component. The same function fit the DKO data equally well (R 2 
 79 vs 78%), indicating that the initial release
probability was similar. B, Early short-term plasticity. Bi, Responses to 20 pulses at 20 Hz, normalized by the mean size of all 20 responses (n 
 66 for WT, 20 for syn 1(�/�), 25 for syn 2(�/�),
55 for DKO). Bii, Paired-pulse ratio calculated as the size of the second response divided by the size of the first for each experiment before calculating the mean (*p � 0.05 compared to WT; #p �
0.05 compared to DKO). C, Augmentation. Relative enhancement in the probability of release per readily releasable vesicle (PVES enhancement) during rest intervals following 600-pulse trains were
calculated as in Garcia-Perez and Wesseling (2008, their Fig. 4B), and the theoretical curve (dashed line) is identical to the one in their figure. Briefly, recovery from depression after each rest interval
was measured in two ways from the responses elicited by a second stimulus train that was long enough to empty the RRP: RRP replenishment was estimated from the sum of all responses, as in Figure
5, whereas the substantially faster recovery of the response elicited by single pulses was calculated from the first response. PVES enhancement for each time point was then calculated by dividing the
single response recovery value by the RRP replenishment value. Error bars indicate SEM.

A B

Figure 9. Specific additional tests of the working model at DKO synapses. A, DKO synapses
satisfy the third of the initial general constraints. The analogous result for WT is in Figure 1C.
Plotted is the logarithm of 1 minus recovery of the sum of all responses during the second trains
versus the intertrain interval (n 
 22 trials from 29 preparations). The dashed line is the single
exponential with �
 55 s, which is the value of �s in Equation 1 that was extracted from Figure
5 for both WT and DKO. Green diamonds are simulation results using the working model with
r 
 2.6 and 	 
 0.018/s. (i.e., 1/55 s). B, Replot of data in Figure 6A, except with the number
of pulses of stimulation on the x-axis, showing that the working model with 	 
 0.018/s
(magenta) during activity does not fit results for either DKO or WT synapses, whereas 	 

0.025/s (green) does fit in both cases.
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knock-outs can be cleanly characterized by changing the value of
only a single one of the model’s four parameters.

The new model provides a quantitative framework for inves-
tigating the functional roles of molecular components operating
upstream of the final fusion step, which have been difficult to
assess. The analysis of the synapsin knock-outs is a case in point.
The finding that the single parameter r is selectively altered with-
out requiring new parameters suggests that r represents a rate-
limiting quantity in the vesicle cycle and thus could be a target of
physiological modulation. Modulation might occur via synapsin
phosphorylation (Greengard et al., 1993; Chi et al., 2003), but
further experiments will be needed to address this issue. The
value of r depended on the dosage of synapsin 2 but not synapsin
1, which is consistent with previous studies (Rosahl et al., 1995;
Gitler et al., 2008).

The new model is mathematically simpler than previous mod-
els (Granseth and Lagnado, 2008), which reflects the simplicity of
three overarching kinetic constraints on RRP supply that were

extracted from previous and new experimental findings. Parsi-
mony was not the main motivation for adopting the model, and
indeed we are not aware of structurally distinct alternatives, even
when more complexity is allowed.

Comparison to release
We emphasize that the model pertains to rate-limiting steps in
vesicle trafficking that are upstream of the release machinery and
is not meant to explain other important aspects of short-term
plasticity (Wu and Betz, 1998; Trommershauser et al., 2003; Hen-
nig et al., 2008; Pan and Zucker, 2009). Indeed, the large changes
in synaptic strength that typically occur before the RRP has been
exhausted and the fast rebound seen during subsequent rest in-
tervals are largely caused by additional mechanisms such as RRP
depletion (Wesseling and Lo, 2002), heterogeneity in release pa-
rameters between release sites (Trommershauser et al., 2003;
Moulder and Mennerick, 2005), residual Ca 2�-dependent en-
hancement of release (Delaney and Tank, 1994; Kalkstein and
Magleby, 2004; Garcia-Perez and Wesseling, 2008), and other
potential factors (Wadel et al., 2007; Hennig et al., 2008; Mochida
et al., 2008).

Comparison to other synapse types
The new model applies to Schaffer collateral synapses, whereas
measurements of rate-limiting vesicle-trafficking steps may not
be feasible with similar techniques at some other types of syn-
apses because of severe inactivation of Ca 2� channels that might
effectively block release during heavy use (Hennig et al., 2008).
Or, vesicle trafficking might follow more complicated rules at
other synapse types (Richards et al., 2003; Crowley et al., 2007;
Coleman et al., 2008; Sakaba, 2008). Nevertheless, Schaffer col-
lateral synapses are similar to the majority of excitatory syn-
apses throughout the brain, both at the level of electron
microscopy (Peters and Palay, 1996) and in that they are typ-
ically driven sparingly during ordinary use (Ranck, 1973), but
when driven extensively they exhibit substantial short-term
depression (Chance et al., 1998).

A new reserve pool depletion model of supply-rate depression
Although designed with the ultimate goal of evaluating the new
theoretical model, the analysis of synapsin knock-outs addition-
ally yielded a series of new intermediate findings that are valid
independently. The increased depression at DKO Schaffer collat-
eral synapses is caused by an alteration in vesicle trafficking at a
stage that is upstream of release, which was previously in doubt.
However, the baseline vesicle-trafficking rate is unchanged, and
the acceleration that occurs during bursts of activity is preserved.
Instead, the increased depression is caused by earlier induction of
the slowest-to-recover component of short-term depression,
which was previously termed “supply-rate depression” because it
arises from depression in the rate at which vesicles are supplied to
the RRP.

Two mutually exclusive types of mechanisms have been pro-
posed to explain supply-rate depression. Reserve pool deple-
tion models have been prevalent (Birks and MacIntosh, 1961;
Elmqvist and Quastel, 1965; Richards et al., 2003; Granseth and
Lagnado, 2008), but the mass-action assumption at their core is
not consistent with kinetic measurements. However, alternatives
where vesicle trafficking is inhibited without reserve pool deple-
tion seem to be ruled out here. This leaves reserve pool depletion
models where the supply-rate is not driven by mass action, such
as the one depicted in Figure 1D.

Figure 10. Less residual FM1-43 accumulation argues against increased trapping of recy-
cling vesicles. DKO and WT synapses in cell culture were stained with FM1-43 using electrical
field stimulation and subsequently destained, as diagramed at the top. Images are of DKO
synapses after staining and after subsequent destaining. �F versus time values are the mean of
the median values after background subtraction starting 20 s before destaining and continuing
for 20 s afterward (n 
 10 fields for DKO; n 
 15 fields for WT, each containing 22–97 fluores-
cent punctae). Both the total amount and residual level of staining were significantly reduced in
DKO (p � 0.01), and the residual level as a relative quantity was not increased (see Results).
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Figure 1D is probably not the only possibility that is compat-
ible with both the new theoretical model and the information in
Figure 10, but it does already have some intriguing morphologi-
cal support. For example, cytoskeletal structures with the correct
length that might be vesicle-tethering units have been observed in
Schaffer collateral presynaptic terminals in recent tomography
studies (Siksou et al., 2007). In addition, much larger, but per-
haps functionally analogous ribbons and T-bars may play a re-
lated role in more specialized synapse types (Owald and Sigrist,
2009).

Synapsin hypothesis
A much discussed synapsin hypothesis has been that synapsins
regulate depression by setting the mobilization rates of reserve
vesicles or the size of a reserve pool by cross-linking vesicles to the
cytoskeleton (Greengard et al., 1993). However, the mobility of
synaptic vesicles was not altered in the knock-outs (Gaffield and
Betz, 2007), and both the putative immobile reserve and recycling
reserve pools (Rizzoli and Betz, 2005) were decreased by similar
amounts (Pieribone et al., 1995; Rosahl et al., 1995; Bogen et al.,
2006), contrary to the expectation that only one of the two pools
would be affected. In addition, our own attempts to incorporate
into kinetic models the idea that synapsin phosphorylation accel-
erates vesicle trafficking have not been successful because the idea
ultimately invokes mass-action rules to explain the speed of ves-
icle trafficking. Intriguingly, the interpretation in Figure 1D does
implement the idea that synapsins are involved in determining
reserve pool size and can therefore be thought of as a refinement
of the synapsin hypothesis, although not precisely as originally
formulated. If so, the value for r of 2.6 at DKO synapses would
indicate that tethering units, although shorter, would continue to
be present in the absence of synapsins. This is consistent with the
tomography study by Siksou et al. (2007), where the cytoskeletal
structures linking vesicles together were seen in synapsin knock-
outs, although whether the structures are shorter in the knock-
outs remains to be determined.

Rate-limiting role for endocytosis?
The scheme in Figure 1D does not include a rate-limiting role for
endocytosis or a route for rereleasing vesicles shortly after endo-
cytosis, which might be surprising given the recent interest in the
physiological role of fast kiss-and-run endocytosis and other re-
ports (Pyle et al., 2000; Granseth and Lagnado, 2008). However,
although a rate-limiting role for endocytosis cannot be ruled out,
available kinetic evidence argues against it. The parameter 	
seems to be too slow and is less dependent on temperature than
endocytosis (Klyachko and Stevens, 2006; Garcia-Perez et al.,
2008; Granseth and Lagnado, 2008). In addition, 	 does not be-
come slower during heavy use, whereas endocytosis seems to
(Sankaranarayanan and Ryan, 2000). Meanwhile, � seems to be
too fast for classical endocytosis and too slow for kiss-and-run
endocytosis (but see Zhang et al., 2009). Moreover, ascribing � to
endocytosis would predict that newly endocytosed vesicles would
have priority for release ahead of yet-to-be-released vesicles re-
maining in the recycling pool, which seems contrary to some
observations (Ryan et al., 1993). On the other hand, an intriguing
hypothesis that could be consistent with the working model
would be that kiss-and-run vesicles become reavailable for release
so quickly that the whole cycle would occur without being de-
tected as rate-limiting in our experiments (Pyle et al., 2000).
However, this hypothesis would imply that some of the neu-
rotransmission quanta attributed to release of the RRP would
instead result from release of quickly recycled vesicles, which

would predict that the number of quanta of neurotransmitter
available for release from within the RRP would be greater than
the number of docked and primed vesicles (but see Schikorski
and Stevens, 2001).

Summary
In summary, we have developed a new kinetic framework for
identifying molecules and mechanisms that play rate-limiting
roles in synaptic vesicle trafficking. In testing the framework, we
identified a discrete deficit in synapsin DKO synapses where the
value of only a single one of four parameters is altered. Impor-
tantly, the framework avoids the concept at the heart of previous
models that vesicle-trafficking rates depend on the number of
reserve vesicles, but the more general idea that the longest-lasting
component of depression is caused by depletion of reserve stores
needed to be preserved. Together, the results support a new cell
biological scheme where local reserve pools consisting of four
vesicles at WT synapses, and fewer at DKO synapses, are tethered
to individual release sites and are replaced spontaneously as com-
plete units about once per minute.

Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at http://www.cima.es/
admin/docs_eventos/1306321563.pdf. The single pdf file contains four
appendices detailing: (A) the derivation of Equation 1; (B) the origin of
values in Figure 2 A; (C) the reasoning against inhibition models ruled
out by Figure 10; and (D) an example of why mass-action models are
incompatible with Equation 1. This material has not been peer reviewed.
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